
for an unprecedented sixth championship.
On the other hand, it’s easy to find

people with opinions about Mosley’s
plans. Some, such as Renault managing
director Flavio Briatore, acknowledge the
need for reduced dependence on exotic
technology. 

Interviewed by ESPN, Briatore scolded
his fellow F1 team leaders, saying, “We
are not doing anything for the public. We
care about the technology for the sake of
technology. Our product is too expensive
at this point, and the public does not appre-
ciate the product. The people want to see
races.”

Others, such as Sir Frank Williams and
McLaren’s Ron Dennis, are adamantly
opposed to Mosley’s plans and have exer-
cised an option that allows a team or teams
to request an arbitration hearing—essen-
tially, a day in court. Citing safety concerns
relating to the postqualifying F1 impound
and image concerns relating to the aboli-
tion of robot car technology, Dennis and
Sir Frank seek to roll back Mosley’s ini-
tiatives, although a verdict won’t be
handed down until well past the conclu-
sion of the ’03 season. 

Among more dispassionate observers,
the response seems positive.

Speed Channel color man David
Hobbs, whose distinguished racing career
includes F1 rides, said, “A lot of the new
rules have merit. Those qualifying cars
were getting absolutely ridiculous, and I’m
glad to see that gone. I think they were very

smart with the fuel rules, too. You should
race what you qualify. But I also think they
should reduce downforce in the cars. More
than anything else, that would put the
emphasis back on the drivers.”

Although his F1 experience was lim-
ited to a single season at the helm of Jaguar
Racing, CART veteran Bobby Rahal saw
enough to feel that change was inevitable.
“Technology has been the determining
factor, and it reduces the role of the driver,”
he said. “The mentality at some teams isn’t
about what’s good for the spectators, it’s
what’s good for the owners.

“Ron [Dennis] and Frank Williams like
the idea of technical sophistication because
they’ve got it, and they’ve worked very
hard to get there. But I think what’s always
distinguished F1 is that it has the highest-
caliber drivers.

“Max doesn’t confuse what’s good for
the series with what’s good for individual
teams. I think these rules were much
needed, and I think they’re audacious—
just the kind of thing Max would do.”

Whether the new regulations will pro-
duce the desired effect, however, particu-
larly in the realm of cost cutting, is any-
body’s guess. As Hobbs observes, “The
trouble with racing is that it’s expensive,
and the top teams are always going to out-
spend the other guys.”

The bottom line: Ferrari may face
stiffer competition this season than last.
But a significant change during the ’03
season seems unlikely.                           ●
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2003
Points: Top eight finishers
score championship points
(10-8-6-5-4-3-2-1) versus
previous limit of six.

Qualifying: Grid positions 
determined on the basis of 
a single flying lap in Saturday
session versus previous 
free-for-all. Cars impounded
following qualifying; no
adjustments allowed until 
immediately before race. 
No refueling allowed 
after qualifying.

Telemetry: Pit-to-car
telemetric adjustments (e.g., to
engine controls) banned.

Radio: Communications
allowed only between pit crew
and car, provided communica-
tions can be monitored by
race officials and public.

Spare Cars: Teams are per-
mitted to enter only two cars.
Spare cars can be used only
in emergency situations.

Electronic Driver Aids:
Launch control, traction con-
trol, and fully automatic shifting
banned beginning with British
Grand Prix, July 20 (round 11
of the ’03 championship).

2004*
Brakes: Identical brake
system proposed for all cars.

Aerodynamics: Identical rear
wing proposed for all cars.

Telemetry: Abolished.

Engine Controls: Identical
ECUs proposed for all cars.

Engines: One engine allowed
per race weekend, excluding
Friday test sessions.

2005
Engines: Engine-durability
requirement extended from
one race weekend to two.

2006
Engines: Proposed engine
durability extended from two
races to six.

*New regulations for 2004, ’05,
and ’06 are proposed and
have yet to be approved by
the Formula One Commission.

F1RULES
Charting the

changes.
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